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ABSTRACT: The optimization of an enterprise supply chain requires reducing costs and inventories. One usual way to increase
the efficiency of the supply chain is to outsource the movement of shipments on third-party logistics (3PL) companies. In turn,
3PL companies are required to consolidate shipments from different suppliers in the outbound vehicles at a terminal of the
carrier terminals-network. Services to manufacturing enterprises are differentiated into two groups, with regard to the shipment
size. Manufacturers contract full-truckload (FTL) carriers when a shipment is large enough to fill a vehicle whereas less-than-
truckload (LTL) carriers are used for minor shipments. LTL carriers must convey several transportation-requests from the origin
locations to their destinations while minimizing the total movements-cost by using the possibility of goods-transshipments on the
carrier’s terminals-network. We present a methodology for finding near-optimal solutions to a problem related to LTL-shipping
by using column generation combined with a customized branch-and-price procedure. The approach rapidly provides near-
optimal solutions, since it solves the column generation subproblems approximately and does not necessarily consider all
unexplored nodes in the search-tree. We also present computational results on numerous test problems of varied topologies and
on a real case study.

1. INTRODUCTION

Chemical and industrial companies usually perform a series of
activities, such as purchasing raw materials from suppliers,
manufacturing and storing end-products at intermediate
facilities, and delivering them to final customers. Suppliers,
manufacturers, warehouses, and customers are the major
components of the so-called supply chain (SC), carrying
goods from the upstream side to the downstream side of the
SC.1 Distribution is concerned with the shipment and storage
of products downstream from the supplier side to the
customers side in the SC.2

For companies in the process industry to remain competitive
and economically viable, this requires, for the value preservation
part of the industry, optimization of the enterprise and its
supply chain by reducing costs and inventories, operating
efficiently, and continuously improving product quality.3

Therefore, good coordination of the SC is a critical issue in
most manufacturing companies. Supply chain management
(SCM) aims to efficiently control the material flow through the
SC. One usual way to increase the efficiency of the SC is to
outsource the movement of shipments on third-party logistics
(3PL) companies that operate with a very high level of
efficiency. Small-scale manufacturing companies usually lack the
resources to develop their own logistics leg and therefore are
forced to outsource. In those cases, 3PL companies are required
to consolidate some shipments from different suppliers in the
outbound vehicles at a terminal of the carrier terminals-
network. 3PL companies provide transportation services to
manufacturing enterprises for shipping freight, and such
companies are differentiated into two groups, with regard to
the size of the shipment. Manufacturers contract full-truckload
(FTL) carriers when a shipment is large enough to fill a vehicle
capacity, whereas less-than-truckload (LTL) carriers are used

for minor shipments. LTL transportation typically involve
shipments ranging from 70 kg to 10 000 kg. A typical shipment
occupies only 5%−10% of the trailer capacity.4 How freight is
routed through the terminals-network, and thus where
opportunities for consolidation occur, is determined by the
so-called “load plan”, which specifies, if convenient, a sequence
of transfers for each shipment.4 The carriers usually operate in
multiechelon networks and the modality includes express
carriers that provide urgent, time-definite services as well as
carriers that supply flexible-time services for small industrial
shipments. In the lower-level of the network, the local routes
visit customers to pick up or deliver goods and the upper level
is a long-haul subnetwork that connects the main distribution
centers. Sometimes, a subset of distribution centers or hubs
may exist at a higher hierarchical level. There, the inbound
freight of long-haul routes can be sorted and shipped to other
distribution centers. In order to operate with high efficiency, an
LTL system must deal with complex issues, such as how truck
loading and unloading tasks should be scheduled at the
terminals and how vehicles should be routed to collect and
deliver cargo. The way goods are collected and delivered is of
crucial importance for determining the cargo flows and
workload on the terminals and the following shipping
alternatives to move requests from the manufacturer-locations
to the destinations may be considered:
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(i) Shipping directly from the origin to the destination
location.

(ii) Shipping from the origin to the destination after
crossdocking in a terminal.

(iii) Shipping from the origin to the destination through a
long-haul trip between the two terminals where the load
is cross-docked.

(iv) There is no limit on the number of stops on the
terminals.

However, cost-effective shipping is not the only challenge for
carriers since they have to ensure a certain service-quality level
in terms of delivery time and frequency of service. Clearly, the
programming of the daily operational shipping plan is a very
challenging task.
The present work presents a truncated branch-and-price

decomposition-approach to provide solutions to a problem
related to the LTL shipping-mode. The problem arises from a
small transportation company that provides conveyance
services to manufacturing and retailer companies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

section 2, we review the literature on LTL-shipping and on the
numerical technique used to solve the studied problem. The
problem is first described and later formulated as an integer
program in section 3. A decomposition algorithm based in the
branch-and-price paradigm to solve the problem is detailed in
section 4. Some computational results and a solution to a real
case study are presented in section 5. Section 6 presents the
conclusions of the work.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
From a supply chain (SC) perspective, Amaro and Barvosa-
Povoa5 presented a discrete mixed-integer linear programming
(MILP) formulation to provide the optimal scheduling of SC
networks. The model provides a detailed operational plan at the
production, storage, and transportation levels. Dondo et al.2

presented an optimizing approach to the short-term operational
planning of multiechelon transportation networks. Shipping of
commodities from factories to customers directly and/or via
distribution centers were considered. However, now, a 3PL
perspective aimed at integrating the efficient operation of
several supply chains was taken into account. In the other hand,
load plan design and scheduling for LTL shipping leads to
challenging optimization problems. Because of the intrinsic NP-
hardness of most routing problems included in the design of
the plan, the mathematical programming approach was not
considered a feasible choice for solving and coordinating them
until a few years ago. Therefore, early research focused on
relatively simple local search heuristics for models based on
static networks that do not consider timing constraints. For
example, Powell and co-workers6−9 studied the load planning
problem, which is defined as the specification of how freight
should be routed and consolidated over a network defined by
direct services between terminals. The authors proposed several
heuristic procedures based on the hierarchical decomposition of
the problem into a master problem and several slave
subproblems. The master problem is a network design problem
in which direct services offered by the carrier are established
and a minimum service frequency is imposed. The total system
cost is computed for each configuration of the selected services.
In the work of Farvolden and Powell,10 a dynamic model was
presented to more accurately describe the consolidation
operations. A more advanced heuristic procedure was also

developed. It relies on determining service network arc
subgradients by solving large-scale multicommodity network
flow problems. The approach allows freight for a specific origin-
destination request to be moved over multiple paths. Relatively
little analysis has been done about long-haul network shipments
from a vehicle routing perspective. To the best of our
knowledge, this approach was introduced by Kuby and
Gray,11 and Lin and Chen12 later extended it to the hierarchical
hub-and-spoke network design problem for LTL carriers. In
these works, stop-over strategies were considered to increase
the load associated with the flow between terminals. Estrada
and Robuste ́13 relied on a metaheuristic approach and then
developed a tabu-search algorithm to solve the long-haul
routing design problem with capacitated distribution centers
and time-constrained shipments. The method uses direct, hub-
and-spoke, and stop-over strategies to allocate shipments to
routes. Barcos et al.14 relied on an ant-colony metaheuristic
procedure to solve an LTL problem, because the mathematical
formulation used to model it needed a large number of
variables and constraints. Jarrah et al.15 presented a
mathematical formulation for the service network design
problem in the context of large-scale LTL freight operations.
The formulation fragments a massive network model with up to
1.3 million binary variables and 1.3 million rows into an
efficient integer programming problem and a coordinating
master network-design problem. The authors claim that they
were able to produce high-quality solutions within very
reasonable CPU times. Toptal et al.16 studied the trans-
portation pricing problem of a truckload carrier consisting of a
retailer, a truckload carrier, and an LTL carrier. In this setting,
the truckload carrier makes the pricing decision based on
previous knowledge on the LTL’s price schedule and the
retailer’s ordering behavior. Erera et al.4 presented a
sophisticated computational approach for the tactical load
plan used by an LTL carrier. The generated load plan
determines how freight is routed through an LTL carrier’s
line-haul terminal-network by specifying a sequence of transfer
terminals for all freight shipments without a time schedule of
trailer, tractor, and driver dispatches. Given the load plan, a
scheduling approach creates the truck dispatches between
terminals and then creates cyclic driver schedules to cover all
dispatches. In the field of vehicle routing, many authors have
devised formulations and solution approaches based on branch-
and-price for increasingly complex variations of the capacitated
vehicle routing problem. (See refs 17−19 for discussion about
some of the methodologies.) Since transportation companies
usually have more than one depot and they often manage a fleet
of vehicles with different capacities and operating costs,
Bettinelli et al.20 developed a branch-cut-price solution
methodology for the multidepot vehicle routing problem with
time windows (MD-VRPTW). Santos et al. applied that
methodology first to the vehicle routing problem with cross-
docking (VRPCD)21 and later to the so-called pick-up and
delivery problem with crossdocking (PDPCD).22 In this work,
we unify and generalize the approaches from refs 20 and 22 to
define a problem arising from a 3PL company that is required
to consolidate shipments from different suppliers in the
outbound vehicles at some terminal of the company
terminals-network. Also, we propose an efficient column
generation (CG)-based branch-and-price procedure to solve
the problem.
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3. MODELING AND DEFINING THE PROBLEM
An LTL carrier operates a terminals-network to provide
conveyance services during a specified time period as, for
example, on a daily basis. The modality include many practical
variations but the system usually operates as follows: during a
given time horizon, “local carriers” pick up shipments from
various source locations in a given geographical area, and bring
them to the terminal serving the area, which is usually called the
“end-of-line” terminal. The terminal operates as a sorting and
consolidation center and as a loading/unloading facility for the
outbound and inbound freight of the area. After sorting and
consolidation, large carriers are sent to other end-of-line
terminals. Outbound freight from an end-of-line is sent to a
“break-bulk” terminal, where it may be consolidated with
freight from other end-of-line terminals. The terminals-network
of the carrier and the cargo-source and destination locations to
visit are illustrated in Figure 1. By consolidating freight from

and destined to several locations, break-bulk terminals handle
freight to dispatch cost-effective trailer loads. Usually long-haul
carriers are different from local carriers. The former may be
large trucks or trains while the latter are smaller, “urban” trucks.
Consolidation at a terminal requires freight to be cross-docked,
which results in handling costs. Furthermore, a shipment may
be delivered to its destination via several options:

(i) it can be picked up and delivered by the same local
carrier if the source and destination places are located
nearby;

(ii) it may be sent to the terminal serving the area and, from
there, delivered to the destination; and

(iii) from one terminal, it may be sent to another terminal
and, from there, delivered to the destination.

The delivery agenda defines how freight is routed by
specifying a sequence of transfer operations for each shipment.
It also determines the paths of the shipments, as well as the
local routes and long-haul trips. The particular problem studied
here is formally defined as follows.
The transportation-network is represented by a directed

graph G(T ∪ I+ ∪ I−; A) comprising a set T of terminals that

operate as the origin and destination of local and long-haul
shipments; it also includes a set I+ of pick-up locations and a set
I− of delivery sites. The list of route-arcs is defined by A. Non-
negative values dij and tij are associated with each arc (i,j) ∈ A,
respectively representing the travel distance/cost and the travel-
time necessary to reach site j starting from location i. A
transportation request τ = {i,j} of a request list Γ = {τ1, ..., τn}
consists of a demand for a transportation service from the
origin-location i ∈ {I+ ∩ τ} to destination location j ∈ {I− ∩ τ}
for a stated load lij. Visits must start within stated time windows
[ti

min, ti
max] for all pick-up sites i ∈ I+ and [tj

min, tj
max] for all

delivery sites j ∈ I−. These time-windows must also be
compatible, so they must not generate a solution infeasibility.
Service times sti at each pick-up/delivery location i ∈ {I+ ∪ I−}
have two components: a fixed preparation time tf and a variable
component that depends on the size of the load to pick-up/
deliver tv. Thus, sti = tf + tv |li|. The following shipping
alternatives are available to fulfill the delivery of any request τ ∈
Γ:
(i) (i) Shipping on a local vehicle directly from origin i ∈ {I+

∩ τ} to destination j ∈ {I− ∩ τ}.
(ii) Shipping from origin i ∈ {I+ ∩ τ} to destination j ∈ {I− ∩

τ} via cross-docking on a single terminal t ∈T.
(iii) Shipping from origin i ∈ {I+ ∩ τ} to destination j ∈ {I− ∩

τ} through a long-haul trip between two terminals (t,t′)
∈ T: t ≠ t′.

The number of trips of any type, the terminals from where local
trips start/end, and the long-haul flow between terminals must
be determined by the problem solution. The operational costs
are dependent on (i) the number of local and long-haul routes
and (ii) the number of incurred cross-docking operations. The
objective is to minimize the sum of cross-docking costs, vehicle
fixed costs, and vehicle traveling costs while satisfying the
following operational constraints:

• All pick-up and delivery sites must be visited just once
and by only one vehicle.

• The service at each customer must start within its time
window.

• Each pick-up/delivery/mixed route begins at a terminal
and ends at the same terminal.

• The sum of the collected/delivered loads in each pick-
up/delivery/mixed route must not exceed the capacity of
the in-route vehicle.

• Pickup routes must be fulfilled within the time interval
[0,tmax(+)].

• The delivery routes must be fulfilled within the time
interval [tmin(−),tmax(−)].

• The mixed pick-up and delivery routes must be fulfilled
within the time interval [0,tmax(−)].

• Long-haul trips between terminals are carried out within
the time interval [tmax(+),tmin(−)].

In order to model this problem as an integer program (IP),
let us denote RT as the set of transfers (i.e., long-haul routes and
cross-docking operations in a single terminal), R+ the set of
feasible pick-up routes, R− the set of feasible delivery routes,
and R+ − the set of feasible mixed pick-up and delivery routes.
For each route r ∈ {RT ∪ R+ ∪ R− ∪ R+ −}, cr denotes its cost,
given by the sum of the costs of the arcs traveled by the vehicle
plus a given fixed vehicle-utilization-cost. Transfers r ∈ RT also
include the cost of the associated cross-docking operations at
start/end terminals. Assume that we are given a binary
parameter air, to indicate whether route r ∈ {R+ ∪ R− ∪

Figure 1. A typical LTL carrier system, using different delivery options
in a two-level network.
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R+ −} does or does not visit location i ∈ {I+ ∪ I−}: if it does, air
= 1; if it does not, air = 0. For a route r ∈ { R+ ∪ R− ∪ R+ −},
one must also consider a binary parameter brt that assumes a
value of 1 if route r starts/ends on terminal t or, otherwise,
assumes a value of 0. In that model, we use the binary decision
variable Xr to determine whether route r ∈ {RT ∪ R+ ∪ R− ∪
R+‑} does or does not belong to the optimal solution. The
problem can now be formulated as

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑+ + +
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈+ − + −

c X c X c X c Xminimize
r R

r r
r R

r r
r R

r r
r R

r r
T

(1)

subject to

∑ ∑+ = ∀ ∈
∈ ∈

+

+ − +

a X a X i I1
r R

ir r
r R

ir r
(2)

∑ ∑+ = ∀ ∈
∈ ∈

−

+ − −

a X a X i I1
r R

ir r
r R

ir r
(3)

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

τ τ τ

+ − ≤

∀ ∈ = ∈ Γ ∈ ∩ ∈ ∩ =
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈

+ −

+ −
b a b X b a b X X

r R i j i I j I X

1

, { , } : , , {0, 1}

t T
tr

r R
ir rt r

t T
tr

r R
ir rt r r

r

start end

T

(4)

The objective function described by expression 1 minimizes
the total system cost, i.e., the cost of all types of routes.
Constraint (2) ensures that the source site i ∈ I+ is visited
exactly once, while constraint (3) guarantees that each
destination place i ∈ I− is visited exactly once. The inequality
described by expression 4 represents long-haul-transfer
constraints, imposing that the long-haul route r = (t,t′) ∈ RT

is used whenever the request-load picked up from source-site i
∈ {I+ ∩ τ} is unloaded on terminal t and loaded on terminal t′
for its final delivery to destination i ∈ {I − ∩ τ}. So, if a given
transportation request is moved from its pick-up site to
terminal t by route r ∈ R+ and later is delivered to its
destination from the terminal t′ by route r ∈ R−, then it must
travel from t to t′ via the long-haul route r = (t,t′) ∈ RT that
starts on t and ends on t′. Both indexes t and t′ may refer to the
same physical terminal to consider shipping option (ii). So, this
IP formulation allows shipping modes (i), (ii), and (iii) to be
modeled as described by the problem definition. Since the
number of terminals is much smaller than the number of pick-
up and delivery locations, and because the transfer routes
involve the use of a single arc, transfers can be totally
enumerated. For example, an instance comprising 4 terminals
will lead to a problem with, at most, 42 = 16 possible transfers
(12 long-haul routes plus 4 pure cross-docking operations on a
single terminal). Note that side constraints as capacity and time
constraints are not considered explicitly here. They are
considered implicitly, because the formulation only accounts
for legal routes (i.e., routes that fulfill these side constraints).

4. THE SOLUTION ALGORITHM
In this section, the model defined by expressions 1−4 is
embedded into a branch-and-price procedure in order to
generate solutions for the problem formulated above. The
formulation represents the set of all feasible routes and its
objective is to select the minimum-cost subset of routes such
that each transportation request is fulfilled, no matter how. It is
not possible to generate all feasible routes but the CG approach
handles this complexity by implicitly considering all of them
through the solution of the linear relaxation of the formulation

described by expressions 1−4, called the reduced master
problem (RMP). In this way, a portion of feasible routes
(usually an initial but suboptimal solution) is enumerated and
the linear relaxation of the RMP is solved by considering only
this partial set. The solution to this problem is used to
determine if there are routes not included in the routes-set that
can reduce the objective function value. Using the values of the
optimal dual variables for the master constraints, with respect to
the partial routes-set, new routes are generated and
incorporated into the columns pool, and the linear relaxation
of the RMP is solved again. The procedure iterates between the
master problem and the slave route−generator problem(s)
until no routes with negative reduced costs can be found.
Finally, a master IP may be solved to determine the best subset
of routes. Although the solution found may not be the global
optimal, it is generally “close”. To determine the optimal
subset, the procedure must be embedded into a branch-and-
bound algorithm, because some routes that were not generated
when solving the relaxed RMP may be needed to solve the IP.
In summary, the procedure starts with an initial feasible

solution and decomposes the problem into a master−slave
structure comprising the relaxed RMP and the slave tour-
generator problem(s). The master−slave structure is recursively
solved until no feasible routes can be generated. In that case,
the RMP is solved again to verify the solution integrality. If the
solution to this problem is an integer, the optimal solution to
the LTL problem has been found and the procedure ends.
Otherwise, the integer solution to the RMP (or the global
upper bound, GUB) will have a value higher than the value of
the solution to the relaxed RMP (or the global lower bound,
GLB). Therefore, the procedure starts branching to generate
the missing routes. At each tree-node, the mechanism is
repeated and the bounds are compared. If the local lower
bound (LLB), given by the value of the relaxed RMP, is higher
than the GUB (given by the best available integer solution), the
node is fathomed; otherwise, it is divided into two child-nodes
that are included in the database of unsolved subspaces.
Afterward, the next subspace is fetched from the database until
this base is empty. Finally, the solution is specified by solving,
for each selected column, a traveling salesman problem with
time windows. The algorithm is sketched in Figure 2.
The entire process is called branch-and-price and involves the

definition of the linear RMP, the definition of the slave
problem(s) or pricing problem(s), and the implementation of a
branching rule.

4.1. The Master Problem. The IP formulation described
by expressions 1−4 contains several binary variables, the
number of which grows with the size of the set of feasible
routes. In order to compute a lower bound to its objective
function value, we relax the integrality condition for variables Xr
and consider the IP to be the RMP. Initially, the problem
includes a few columns, representing a feasible solution, and the
cost of these columns is known in advance. The usual
decomposition approach for vehicle routing similar problems
cannot be applied to this LTL-type problem, because not only
partitioning constraints (2) and (3) but also transfer constraint
(4) must go into the master program. These are linking
constraints ensuring that a given cargo must be moved through
the arc connecting the used terminals. So, if a given
transportation request is moved from its pick-up site to
terminal t by a route r ∈ R+ (i.e., ∑t∈T bt

start ∑r∈R+ air brt xr = 1)
and later is delivered to its destination j from terminal t′ by a
route r ∈ R− (i.e., ∑t∈T bt

end ∑r∈R− ajr brt′ xr = 1), then it must
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travel from terminal t to terminal t′ via the long-haul route, r =
(t,t′) ∈ RT. Since CG is applied to master problems with the
following structure:19

∑
∈

c Xminimize
r R

r r

subject to

∑ ≤
∈

Xa b
r R

r r

We just need to reorder constraint (4) to give rise to the
following relaxed RMP:

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑+ + +
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈+ − + −

c X c X c X c Xminimize
r R

r r
r R

r r
r R

r r
r R

r r
T

(1′)
subject to

∑ ∑+ + + ≥ ∀ ∈
∈ ∈

+

+ + −

a X a X i I0 0 1
r R

ir r
r R

ir r
(2′)

∑ ∑+ + + ≥ ∀ ∈
∈ ∈

−

− + −

a X a X i I0 0 1
r R

ir r
r R

ir r
(3′)

∑ ∑α α

τ τ τ

+ + − ≤

∀ ∈ = ∈ Γ ∈ ∩ ∈ ∩ ≤ ≤
∈

+

∈

−

+ −

+ −
X X x

r R i j i I j I X

0 1

, { , } : , , 0 1

r R
ir r

r R
ir r r

r
T

(4′)
The binary parameters αir

+ and αir
− are defined as follows:

∑α = ∀ ∈ ∈ ∩+

∈

+b b a r R i I r, ( )ir
t T

t rt ir
start T

(5a)

∑α = ∀ ∈ ∈ ∩−

∈

−b b a r R i I r, ( )ir
t T

t rt ir
end T

(5b)

Routing problems are naturally modeled by a partitioning
formulation, because each customer must be visited just once
but they can also be formulated as a set covering problem in
which each customer must be visited at least once. Since
visiting a location once results in the less costly feasible subset,
an optimal set-covering solution will also be an optimal set-

partitioning solution. When there is a choice between a
partitioning and a covering formulation, the last one is usually
preferred, since it is numerically more stable and easier to
solve.17 Now, let us assume that the optimal solution to the
relaxed RMP had been found and that π+, π−, and πt are the
vectors of optimal dual variables values for constraints (2), (3),
and (4), respectively. These vectors are to be passed to the
slave pricing problems in order to produce more routes that
will be useful to later reduce the value of the objective function
described by expression 1. Therefore, pricing problems aimed
at minimizing the following three objectives must be solved:

∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

π π α

π π

̂ = − −

= − −

+

∈

+

∈ ∈

+

∈

+

∈ ∈ ∈

+ +

+ +

c c a

c a b b a

r r
i I

i ir
r R i I

ri
t

ir

r
i I

i ir
r R t T

tr
i I

ri
t

rt ir
start

T

T (6a)

∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

π π α

π π

̂ = − −

= − −

−

∈

−

∈ ∈

−

∈

−

∈ ∈ ∈

− −

− −

c c a

c a b b a

r r
i I

i ir
r R i I

ri
t

ir

r
i I

i ir
r R t T

tr
i I

ri
t

rt ir
end

T

T (6b)

∑ ∑π π̂ = − −+ −

∈

+

∈

−

+ −

c c a ar r
i I

i ir
i I

i ir
(6c)

The three objective functions define the respective slave
problems, one for each route type. In this way, eq 6a is the
objective for the search of new pick-up routes, eq 6b is the
objective for finding new delivery routes, and eq 6c is the
objective for finding new mixed routes. At each CG iteration,
the linear relaxation of the RMP is first solved and then we
search for new columns with a negative reduced cost by solving
the corresponding pricing problems.

4.2. The Pricing Problems. Branch-and-price approaches
for vehicle routing problems use route selection variables in the
master program, and there is one binary variable for each route.
Each feasible tour is an elementary path from a start-terminal to
the same end-terminal through some locations of the network.
The pricing problems are elementary shortest path problems
with resource constraints (ESPPRCs) and when there are
multiple terminals, a pricing problem may be solved for each
terminal in each pricing step. The pricing problems are NP-
hard in the strong sense, and there is a considerable amount of
literature about the solution of ESPPRCs. (See ref 23 as an
introductory work.) The most commonly used technique to
solve the pricing problems is dynamic programming, in which a
relaxation of the pricing algorithm is solved and cycles are
allowed. Nevertheless, the recent trend relies on dynamic
programming, in which pricing problems are solved exactly
without allowing cycles. (See refs 24 and 26.) Algorithms that
provide elementary routes may be further classified in dynamic
programming procedures,24,25 MILP formulations,27 or con-
straint-programming algorithms.28 In our application, we solve
exactly the MILP formulation of the elementary pricing
problems with a branch-and-cut solver. In summary, we
enumerate transfers prior to the start of the master−slave
recursion and encode the routing generator problems according
to the MILP formulations that will be explained next.

4.2.1. The Slave Pick-Up Problem. The objective of the slave
problem for designing pick-up columns is to find a route r that
minimizes the quantity stated by eq 6d and is subject to the
constraints stated by eqs 7−16.

Figure 2. Outline of the branch-and-price algorithm.
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∑ ∑ ∑ ∑π π− −
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The objective function described by expression 6d is the cost
CV of the generated route minus the prices collected on the
visited pick-up sites and the prices related to the inbound load-
flow on the selected terminal. This equation is the pricing
reformulation of eq 6a, where the parameter air of the master
problem becomes the decision variable Yi of the pricing one.
The binary parameter xt indicates the start/end terminal of the
designed tour. Constraint (8) set the minimum distance to
reach site i ∈ I+ as the distance of going directly from the
terminal to location i. Constraints (9) and (10) compute the
distances traveled to reach the visited sites i ∈ I+ and the total
cost of the generated route, respectively. So, eqs 9 fix the
accumulated distance up to each visited site. If locations i and j
are allocated onto the generated route (Yi = Yj = 1), the visiting
ordering for both sites is determined by the value of the
sequencing variable Sij. If location i is visited before location j
(Sij = 1), according to constraints (9a) and (9b), the distance
traveled to location j (Dj) must be larger than Di by at least dij.

In case node j is visited earlier (Sij = 0), the reverse statement
holds and constraint (9b) becomes active. If one or both sites
are not allocated to the tour, constraints (9a) and (9b) become
redundant. MD is an upper bound for variables Di. Equation 10
computes the route-cost CV via the addition of the fixed vehicle
utilization cost cfv to the traveled-distance-cost to the terminal
to which the vehicle must return after visiting the last site. Since
the last visited pick-up location cannot be known before the
problem is resolved, eq 10 must be written for each site i ∈ I+.
MC is an upper bound for the variable CV. The timing
constraints stated by eqs 11−13 are similar to constraints (8)−
(10), but they apply to the time dimension. MT is an upper
bound for the times Ti spent to reach the nodes i ∈ I+ and for
the tour-time-length TV. Equation 14 forces the service time on
any site i ∈ I+ to start at a time Ti bounded by the time window
[ti

min, ti
max]. Equation 15 adds a term related to the unload

activities on the selected terminal to the tour time-length, to
define the end-time for all download activities. Equation 16 is a
capacity constraint for the vehicle traveling the designed tour.

4.2.2. The Slave Delivery Problem. The objective of the
slave problem for generating delivery tours is to find a route r
that minimizes the quantity stated by the objective function
described by 6e and subject to the constraints stated by eqs
17−26. The objective function is the pricing reformulation of
eq 6b, and the constraints are similar to constraints 7−16, but
they are used to design delivery routes. The difference, with
respect to the former constraints, is that delivery tours must
start after the start-time tstart(−) and all activities must end before
tmax(−). These differences are considered in eqs 21 and 25,
respectively.
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4.2.3. The Slave Pick-Up and Delivery Problem. The
objective of the slave problem aimed at designing a mixed pick-
up and delivery route is stated by eq 6f and is subject to
constraints (27)−(37). The formulation is similar to previous
slave formulations but the routes can visit both pick-up and
delivery locations. The objective function is the pricing
reformulation of eq 6c and does not include the term related
to inbound/outbound load-flows on the terminal, because the
vehicle that picks up a load must deliver it and no cargo must
be left on the vehicle at the end of the tour. According to eq 35,
all mixed tours must be fulfilled within the [0,tmax(−)] timespan.
Constraint (37a) forces both locations to be serviced by the
same vehicle and, since a request load must be picked up before
the unload activity, constraint (37b) sets the precedence
relationship between both request vertexes.
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4.3. The Branching Strategy. The linear relaxation of the
RMP is not necessarily an integer, and applying a standard
branch-and-bound procedure to this problem with a given pool
of columns may not guarantee an optimal solution.17 Also, a
column pricing favorably may exist but it may not be present in
the RMP. Consequently, to determine the optimal solution,
columns must be generated after branching. Ryan and Foster29

proposed a branching strategy that is quite popular in column
generation applications and fits in a natural way with the above
formulations of the slave problems. The rule amounts to
selecting two locations i and j and generating two branch-and-
bound nodes: one in which locations i and j are serviced by the
same vehicle, and the other where locations i and j are serviced
by different vehicles. To enforce the branching constraints,
rather than adding explicitly them to the master problem, the
infeasible columns are eliminated from the columns-set
considered in the branch-and-price node. Desrochers et al.30

proposed another simple but effective branching strategy that
consists of branching in the number of tours. If the master
problem returns a solution that is fractional in the number of
used tours k, it is natural to introduce a bound in the number of
columns k. We branch on this number by creating two child
nodes equivalent to the current subspace but with the addition
of ∑r Xr ≥ ceil(k) and ∑r Xr ≤ floor(k) constraints to the
respective master problems. This branching strategy should be
effective when solving problems that include fixed costs in the
column costs, because the total cost should be sensitive to the
saving of a tour. We integrated both branching rules in a
hierarchical way. The implemented branching scheme uses
branching on the number of vehicles first and whenever this
number has been fixed, we start to branch according the Ryan
and Foster rule. The best first search was the node selection
strategy.

4.4. Implementation Issues. The branch-and-price
algorithm has been coded in GAMS 23.6.2 and integrates a
CG routine into a branch-and-bound routine. Both GAMS
routines were separately developed by Kalvelagen31,32 and were
integrated in this work to lead to the truncated branch-and-
price procedure detailed above. Minor branching and
assembling modifications were also introduced. The algorithm
uses the CPLEX 11 as the MILP subalgorithm for generating
columns and for computing upper and lower bounds. The
algorithm run in a 2-core, 2.5 GHz, 6 MB RAM notebook and
the mechanism settings used to solve the problems are
summarized in Table 1.
Branch-and-price is an enumeration algorithm enhanced by

fathoming based on bound comparisons. It is best to work with
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the strongest bounds, although the mechanism can work with
any bound. This leads to a tradeoff between the CPU time used
in computing strong bounds and the size of the tree. To reduce
the “tailing-off” effect, which consists of a very low convergence
rate at the last iterations of the master−slave recursion, we
ended it after 5 iterations in no-root nodes and used the bounds
computed in such a way. Time-windows reduction and
preprocessing were also fully used in order to increase the
resolution efficiency. (See ref 27 for details on preprocessing
and time-windows reduction rules tailored to slave problems
similar to the ones defined in section 4.2.) Since the maximum
number of nodes to inspect is bounded and the master−slave
recursion is terminated after 5 iterations in no-root nodes, this
incomplete procedure is of a heuristic nature. To provide an
initial solution, feasible routes t−i−t, starting from any terminal
t ∈ T, are generated and associated with each site i ∈ {I+ ∪ I−}.
From this initial routes-package, plus the set of all transfers, the
linear RMP can compute the bounds to start the master−slave
recursion.

5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The solution procedure was first tested with several forms of
academic-type instances in order to evaluate its performance
and to estimate an approximated measure of the quality of the
provided solutions. Later, it was applied to a real case study that
motivated the development of the model presented in section
3, as well as its associated solution procedure developed in
section 4.
5.1. Testing Examples. To validate the entire procedure,

we started our campaign of numerical experiments by solving
some small-scale academic instances. These instances were
generated by modifying some VRPTW instances that were
proposed by Solomon.33 Each Solomon problem has 100
customers, whose locations are generated in the Euclidean
plane and are defined by the (X,Y) coordinates. The travel-time
between locations is equal to the Euclidean distance. Problems
with 25 or 50 customers may be generated by selecting the first
25/50 locations of the vertexes list and all instances are
symmetrical. To adapt these examples to the above-described
problem, several terminals were introduced in addition to the
original depot on all Solomon R1 class problems. This group
was selected because their time-windows lead to solutions
involving a wide span of solution-shapes. The terminal
locations in the same Euclidean plane of the Solomon examples
are presented in Table 2. The testing instances were generated

by using examples with 50 locations. The first 25 locations were
considered as pick-up nodes, while the last 25 were considered
as delivery locations. In this way, the first request is defined by
the first pick-up location coupled to the first delivery site. The
cargo assigned to the former site must be transferred to the
later one.
In the examples considered, the service times sti at each

pickup/delivery location i ∈ {I+ ∪ I−} involve two components:
a fixed preparation time, tf = 10 time-units and a variable
component that depends on the size of the load to deliver, tv =
1 time-unit/time load; so sti = tf + tv |li|. The terminals host a
number of local vehicles with a capacity of q = 50 load-units
and a fixed utilization cost of cfv‑local = 20 Euclidean-units. All
pick-up time windows were taken from the Solomon VRPTW
instances. To ensure the feasibility of the delivery, the time
windows of the source and destiny locations must be
“compatibilized”. In this work, the original time-windows of
delivery sites were modified according the following rules:

= + + + + + +∈a a t qt t qt tst min ( )j i i t T it tjv transf v

(38a)

τ τ τ

= + + + + + + +
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These rules push forward the original delivery-time windows
to allow the unload/load operations in the terminals and the
long-haul trips performed between the pick-up and delivery
phases of the problem. Other rules can be used and they mostly
are dependent on the desired service level to customers. The
time-span devoted to load/unload transshipment and long-haul
routes is ttransf = qtv time-units and the trips between terminals
are performed by vehicles with a fixed utilization cost cfv‑long‑haul
= 40 Euclidean-units representing both transshipment costs and
vehicle fixed costs. In addition, the Euclidean travel costs
between terminals are increased by a coefficient c = 1.5. As
long-haul routes are performed by faster vehicles, the travel
time between terminals is considered as numerically equal to
half the Euclidean distance between them. These instances
were solved first with the option of mixed tours allowed (Mode
1) and later without such a possibility (Mode 2). In addition, to
evaluate the consequences of changes on the terminals-
network, such as the opening or closure of some terminals,
we solved this 25-request problem-series using different
number of terminals. This allows to estimate the savings
provided by the option of using mixed tours on several
terminals-networks configurations. The two-level branching
strategy and both simple branching rules were tested, and the
best results that were found are summarized in Table S1 in the
Supporting Information. As it can be appreciated, the lower
bound provided for an instance with the mixed trips option
disabled is usually higher than the upper bound for the
corresponding instance with mixed trips allowed. Thus, a
sizable savings may be obtained while considering direct
deliveries via a mixed route, because this option allows one to

Table 1. Settings Options of the Branch-and-Price Algorithm

option value/comment

MILP solver CPLEX 11
branching rule on the number of tours +

Ryan and Foster
nodes selection strategy best first search
maximum CPU time per master−slave
iteration (s)

30

multiple columns generated per iteration yes
time-windows reduction yes
maximum number of master−slave iterations
per branch and price node

100 (root)/5 (no-root)

maximum number of branch-and-price
inspected nodes

100

master problem constraints (2) and (3):
partitioning

columns pool up to 10 000

Table 2. Euclidean Coordinates of the Terminals

terminal X coord Ycoord comments

T1 35 35 original depot
T2 15 20 new terminal
T3 15 50 new terminal
T4 50 50 new terminal
T5 50 20 new terminal
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avoid some cross-docking operations at terminals whenever
some requests can be fulfilled via a mixed route. In addition, the
number of mixed tours seems to be dependent on the time
windows. Despite the complex multilevel networks involved in
such types of problems, the gap remains below the 20%
threshold in all Mode 1 instances. If necessary, the gap may be
reduced at a higher computational cost by enlarging the size of
the truncated search tree. Note that, despite the moderate
number of transportation requests, these instances are quite
complex, because they do not consider any delimitation
between services areas. The delimitation of service areas
naturally arise in practical scenarios but was not already
considered.
To test the algorithm in larger and realistic instances, we

consider now several scenarios for the delivery of 50
transportation requests by a carrier-system comprised of the
5 terminals detailed in Table 2. The cargo capacity for the local
vehicles is increased up to q = 75 load-units in these examples.
The instances are generated by considering the first 50
locations of the Solomon R1 problems as pick-up nodes and
the last 50 sites as delivery locations. The first request is defined
by the first pick-up site coupled to the first delivery location,
and so on. For example, the load l1 = 10 units taken from site n1
(Xn1 = 41; Yn1 = 49) must be transferred to site n51 (Xn51 = 49;
Yn51 = 58). The first scenario considers no overlapped service
areas, while the second scenario allows a small area of
overlapping. The third one increases the level of overlapping.
The information about terminals service-areas is reported in
Table 3, and the results for all solved examples are summarized
in Table S2 in the Supporting Information.

It is clear from the comparison of solutions to the same
instance but with different degrees of service-areas overlapping
that the overlapping allows some routes to be saved, as a way to
reduce the total system cost. So, when delimiting service areas,
it is advisible to allow certain overlapping and give to the
solution procedure the freedom to choose the location-to-
vehicle-to-terminal allocation relationships. In some real
situations, the delimitation naturally arises because the service

areas are located far away. To illustrate the topology of the
solution to a given instance, we detailed the solution provided
by the algorithm to the instance R-112 (scenario C) in Table
S3 in the Supporting Information and depicted it in Figure 3.
The solution involves 11 pick-up routes, 12 transfers (4 cross-
docking operations on a terminal + 8 long-haul routes), 11
delivery routes and a single pick-up and delivery route. Note in
the figure that the delimitation of working areas is quite clear in
the delivery stage but is less obvious than in the pick-up phase.
In this phase, the overlapping of areas allows one to save some
local tours that, in the case of rigid areas delimitation, must be
used. In the end, whenever customers’ time windows are quite
constraining, it should be convenient to enlarge the overlapping
between service areas. The detail of costs for the solution is
reported in Table S4 in the Supporting Information.
Table 4 details the roadmaps and schedules provided to the

truck drivers for a pick-up route, for a mixed pick-up and
delivery route, and for a delivery route. Any driver must be
provided a similar roadmap, regardless of the route type.

5.2. A Case Study with Real Data. After the extensive
testing of the previous section, we illustrate the use of the
solution procedure on a case study with real data. A
transportation company from Santa Fe (Argentina) that
provides distribution services of nonperishable products to
several industrial (woodworking companies, food companies,
small-scale industries) and service companies (supermarkets,
retailers) in the urban Santa Fe area and surroundings gave us
some of its daily operational data.
The daily operation here considered involves the use of

several vans based on two depots (Central depot and S. Tome ́
depot) that exchange cargo by using a single truck once a day.
The truck, which is based in the Central depot, go to the
secondary one and returns to the Central depot again. Vans are
used to collect/deliver small cargo and their maximum
volumetric capacity is q = 7.5 m3. The truck capacity is large
enough to be considered unconstraining. Service times at pick-
up/delivery stops are considered approximately constant, sti =
20 min; the average urban-travel speed is quite difficult to
estimate, but it is conservatively assumed to be 20 km/h. The
case study uses data from a typical working day and involves the
fulfillment of 44 transportation requests within the day. Usually,
the company performs pick-up activities during “the morning”
and delivery during “the afternoon” to allow some consol-
idation work between both stages and to avoid cargo
warehousing on depots at night. Sometimes, the pick-up tasks
may be performed during afternoon and the delivery during the
morning of the next day but we used data for the first modality,
because, in that case, some vans are allowed to perform both
pick-up and delivery tasks. Time windows usually are not
considered and sometimes they can be assigned just to a few
“important” clients and only for pick-up activities. We
estimated the distance (in kilometers) between client locations
and between these locations and both depots by using the
Manhattan distance formula jointly with the client locations on
the city map. The datasheet for the case is presented in the
Supporting Information (Table S4). A fixed van utilization cost
of cfv = $200 and a unit-distance cost of $10/km are considered
here. The round trip, “Central depot−S. Tome−́Central
depot”, which includes transportation and workload costs on
both depots, have an associated cost of cflong‑haul = $3400/day.
Cargo transhipment costs on each depot are cf = $400/day.
We applied the solution algorithm developed above to that

case study and generated the solution to be detailed next. The

Table 3. Service Areas for the Terminals in the Three
Scenarios for the Examples with 50 Transportation Requests

terminal function service-area coordinates

Scenario A
T1 hub [15 ≤ X ≤ 55; 15 ≤ Y ≤ 65]
T2 hub [0 ≤ X ≤ 35; 0 ≤ Y ≤ 45]a

T3 hub [0 ≤ X ≤ 35; 35 ≤ Y ≤ 80]a

T4 hub [35 ≤ X ≤ 80; 35 ≤ Y ≤ 80]a

T5 hub [35 ≤ X ≤ 80; 0 ≤ Y ≤ 35]a

Scenario B
T1 hub [15 ≤ X ≤ 55; 15 ≤ Y ≤ 65]
T2 hub [0 ≤ X ≤ 35; 0 ≤ Y ≤ 35]
T3 hub [0 ≤ X ≤ 35; 35 ≤ Y ≤ 80]
T4 hub [35 ≤ X ≤ 80; 35 ≤ Y ≤ 80]
T5 hub [35 ≤ X ≤ 80; 0 ≤ Y ≤ 35]

Scenario C
T1 hub [15 ≤ X ≤ 55; 15 ≤ Y ≤ 65]
T2 hub [0 ≤ X ≤ 35; 0 ≤ Y ≤ 45]
T3 hub [0 ≤ X ≤ 35; 35 ≤ Y ≤ 80]
T4 hub [35 ≤ X ≤ 80; 35 ≤ Y ≤ 80]
T5 hub [35 ≤ X ≤ 80; 0 ≤ Y ≤ 45]

aExcept the area overlapped with the service area of terminal T1.
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solution was obtained within 2889 s (gap = 9.8%) and involves
7 pick-up tours, 6 delivery tours, 4 mixed tours, and 2 transfer-
trips. It implies a total cost of $17630, and it is summarized in
Tables 5−8 and illustrated in Figure 4.
The computed plan can be described as follows. During the

morning, five vans depart from the Central depot and return
there to unload the collected cargo (26.6 m3). Two vans based
at the secondary depot (S. Tome)́ perform similar tasks and
consolidate their 14.2 m3 of cargo. Then, a large truck moves
7.5 m3 of the load from the Central depot to the secondary
depot and return to the Central depot with 14.2 m3 of cargo
consolidated in the secondary one (i.e., the same truck
performs both long-haul trips).
The afternoon-stage is devoted to the distribution of cargo,

mainly from the central depot (33.3 m3). Just one delivery tour
based in S. Tome ́ is performed to deliver 7.5 m3 of cargo.
Meanwhile, four vans were allowed to deliver the collected
cargo without returning to the base depots. It can be observed
that no cross-docking operations were performed in the
secondary depot. There, the load coming from the main
depot was received and delivered to the final destinations.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a truncated branch-and-price solution
algorithm to efficiently design a transportation agenda for a
less-than-truckload (LTL)-type problem involving the fulfill-
ment of a list of transportation requests by choosing between
different delivery options. The problem arises from a third-

party logistics (3PL) company that provides small-size cargo
transportation services to production and services companies.
Several shipping alternatives were considered in the problem: a
direct delivery to the destination using a single vehicle; a
delivery via transshipment on a terminal; and a three-stage
delivery option, which includes a pick-up step, a long-haul route
between two terminals, and, finally, the delivery. The problem
was first modeled as a set partitioning problem with an
additional set of transfer constraints. The model was later
reformulated and embedded into a column generation (CG)
procedure to develop the branch-and-price solution-mechanism
for the problem. The proposed mechanism has the following
original features:

(i) It reorder the long-haul transfer constraints to express
them as covering constraints to add to the partitioning
constraints for pick-up and delivery locations.

(ii) It utilizes multiple route−generator problems at the slave
level of the CG procedure. Since the problem involves
several types of routes, specific integer-linear programs
for each route type were also developed.

(iii) The pricing problems were formulated as integer-linear
programs and solved by a branch-and-cut solver, in an
attempt to maximize the solutions diversification in order
to obtain a maximum number of elementary columns per
master−slave iteration.

Some standard options were also taken: branching on the
number of tours was selected as a higher-level branching-rule to

Figure 3. Routes specified by the solution to example R-112 in scenario C.
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explore a finite branch-and-price tree. After fixing the number
of vehicles, the algorithm starts to branch according the Ryan
and Foster rule. Both rules can also operate as a lone branching
rule.
The proposed algorithm was validated by first solving some

moderately sized academic-type instances involving 25 trans-
portation requests and networks with up to 4 terminals over a
nonpartitioned service area. The problems were solved with
and without the possibility of using mixed pick-up and delivery
routes, in order to compare results and estimate the savings
provided by such a routing option. The comparison showed
that sizable cost savings may be provided by the option of using
mixed tours in numerous instances. Later, the procedure was
tested on larger scenarios with 50 requests and up to 5
terminals. Three scenarios were defined to solve such examples.
In the first one, no overlapping between service areas of
terminals were considered. The second scenario allows a certain
level of overlapping, and the third one increases that level of
overlapping. The quality of solutions, as well as the consumed
CPU times, were good in all cases. The worst-case duality gap
was 4.28% (average gap = 2.24%) in the examples of the first
scenario; 10.39% (average gap = 6.73%) for the examples of the
second scenario; and 14.03% (average gap = 9.14%) for the last
scenario. Remarkably, all examples were solved within less than
1 h and most of them within less than half an hour.

Table 4. Road Maps for (a) a Local Pick-up Route Departing
(Returning) from (to) Terminal T4, (b) a Local Delivery
Route Departing (Returning) from (to) Terminal T4, and
(c) a Mixed Pick-Up and Delivery Route Departing
(Returning) from (to) Terminal T5

location arrival time departure time activity onboard load

Local Pick-Up Route Departing (Returning) from (to) Terminal T4
T4 0.0 departure 0
r9 47.0 73.0 pickup 16
r34 84.2 108.2 pickup 30
r35 118.4 136.4 pickup 38
r20 154.4 173.4 pickup 47
r32 184.1 217.1 pickup 70
T4 241.4 321.4 total unload 0

(b) Local Delivery Route Departing (Returning) from (to) Terminal T4
T4 359.0 departure 73
r29 366.3 385.3 delivery 64
r28 391.0 417.0 delivery 48
r21 433.5 454.5 delivery 37
r15 468.8 482.8 delivery 29
r16 496.4 525.4 delivery 10
r1 540.4 560.4 delivery 0
T4 568.4

(c) Mixed Pick-Up and Delivery Route Departing (Returning) from (to)
Terminal T5

T5 0.0 departure 0
r23 36.0 75.0 pickup 29
r22 153.0 181.0 pickup 47
r23 325.5 364.5 delivery 18
r22 509.0 537.0 delivery 0
T5 542.0

Table 5. Pick-Up Tours for the Case Study

Central Depot S. Tome ́

Tour 1 Tour 2 Tour 3 Tour 4 Tour 5 Tour 1 Tour 2

n10 n31 n7 n30 n45 n16 n44
n40 n8 n20 n19 n21 n38
n25 n48 n50 n18 n39 n42
n24 n46 n13 n15
n33 n36 n17 n14

cost ($) 274 1024 877 920 664 901 431
tour time
(min)

147 265 279 258 153 200 146

unload
time
(min)

167 285 299 278 173 220 166

cargo
(m3)

1.5 6.0 6.7 7.2 5.2 6.7 7.5

Table 6. Requests Moved on Depots and between Both
Depots for the Case Study

crossdocking
operations requests moved

cargo
moved
(m3)

cost
($)

Central depot n10−n31−n40−n33−n8−n46−n30−
n20−n13−n45−n19−n18

19.1 400

long-haul routes requests transferred
cargo

moved (m3)
cost
($)

Central−S. Tome ́ n25−n24−n7−n48−n36−
n50−n17

7.5 1700

S. Tome−́Central n16−n21−n39−n44−n38−
n42−n15−n14

14.2 1700

Table 7. Delivery Tours for the Case Study

Central Depot S. Tome ́

Tour 1 Tour 2 Tour 3 Tour 4 Tour 5 Tour 1

n30 n38 n33 n31 n10 n57
n18 n46 n14 n21 n44 n24
n19 n42 n13 n15 n39 n25
n40 n45 n16 n17

n58 n48
n20 n50

n36
cost ($) 834 743 456 787 562 877
start time (min) 481 445 558 522 506 422
end time (min) 690 674 669 720 666 705
cargo (m3) 6.7 6.7 5.7 7.2 7.0 7.5

Table 8. Mixed Pick-Up and Delivery Tours for the Case
Studya

Central Depot S. Tome ́

Tour 1 Tour 2 Tour 3 Tour 1

n27+ n11+ n32+ n23+

n28+ n49+ n9+ n22+

n26+ n47+ n35+ n43+

n12+ n49− n34+ n41+

n26− n11− n29+ n37+

n27− n47− n29− n43−

n28− n99− n41−

n32− n35− n37−

n34− n23−

n32− n22−

cost ($) 936 1034 1227 1084
end time (min) 666 611 677 661
cargo (m3) 7.0 7.2 7.3 6.8

aSuperscripted plus signs denote pick-up stops; superscripted minus
signs denote delivery stops.
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Finally, we presented the realistic case study that motivated
the development of the model and of the solution procedure
developed above. In the real-world case, the delimitation of the
service areas is quite obvious, which allows one to massively
reduce the solution space. The solution to the case study was
also detailed.
Some issues not considered in this work may deserve future

research:

(i) To enlarge the size of solved examples and/or reduce the
duality gap, a more elaborate and efficient method to
provide elementary routes to the RMP may be
developed.

(ii) Long-haul trips should also consider capacity constraints
for the large carriers.

(iii) Timing constraints may be introduced in the set
partitioning problem to avoid the rigid delimitation
between pick-up, delivery, and transfer phases.

(iv) A more general problem considering pure delivery and
pure pick-up requests may be considered. This is done
with the purpose of considering cases with pick-up tasks
performed during the day/afternoon and the delivery
during the morning of the next day.

(v) The extension to more-generalized supply-chain prob-
lems, where the concept of transportation requests is
replaced by sets of cargo-source and cargo-sink locations,
should be also considered.
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■ NOMENCLATURE

Sets
A = arcs of the routes network
I+ = pick-up sites
I− = delivery sites
RT = transfers

Figure 4. Routes specified by the solution to the case study.
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R+ = pick-up routes
R− = delivery routes
R+ − = mixed pick-up and delivery routes
T = terminals
Γ = transportation requests

Parameters
air = binary parameter denoting that site i is visited by route r
btr = binary parameter denoting that route r starts/ends in
terminal t
btr
start = binary parameter denoting that long-haul route r
starts on terminal t
btr
end = binary parameter denoting that long-haul route r ends
on terminal t
cfv = fixed cost of using a local vehicle
cr = cost of route r
dij = distance between locations i and j
li, lj, lij = load to pick-up from site i and to deliver to site j
MC = upper bound for the travel cost (C)
MD = upper bound for the traveled distance (D)
MT = upper bound for the travel time (T)
q = transport capacity of the local vehicles
sti = stop time at the pick-up/delivery site i
tmax(+) = maximum allowed routing time for the pick-up
phase
tstart(−) = start time of the delivery phase
tmax(−) = maximum allowed routing time for the delivery
phase
ti
min = earliest arrival time at the pick-up/delivery site i
ti
max = latest arrival time at the pick-up/delivery site i
xt = binary parameter stating that terminal t belongs to the
route designed by a slave routes-generator problem
αir

+ = binary parameter related to the unload on terminal t of
the cargo picked up on site i
αir

− = binary parameter related to the load on terminal t of
the cargo to deliver to site i
πi
+ = price associated with pick-up site i

πi
− = price associated with delivery site i

πt = price associated with terminal t
Binary Variables
Xr = variable denoting that route r belongs to the optimal
subset of feasible routes
Sij = variable for sequencing locations i and j
Yi = variable used to determine that site i belongs to the
route designed by a slave route−generator problem

Continuous Variables
CV = total cost of the route designed by a slave route−
generator problem
Di = distance traveled to reach the pick-up/delivery site i
Ti = time spent to reach the pick-up/delivery site i
TV = time spent on the route designed by the slave route−
generator problem
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